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Session 1: Word List
anxious adj. worried and nervous

synonym : nervous, uneasy, afraid

(1) anxious about his health, (2) an anxious look

He cast anxious glances behind her.

firstborn adj. the first child born to a mother
synonym : eldest, older, primary

(1) firstborn female child, (2) firstborn grandchild

The firstborn child is often the parents' favorite.

midwife n. a person trained to assist women during childbirth and to
provide care for the mother and baby

synonym : obstetrician, gynecologist, accoucheuse

(1) professional midwife, (2) serve as midwife

The clinical midwife assisted with the delivery of the baby.

emerge v. to move out of or away from something and become
visible

synonym : arise, occur, appear

(1) emerge as a butterfly, (2) emerge from poverty

During colonial eras, new migratory patterns emerged.
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silent adj. without any or little sound
synonym : quiet, hushed, mute

(1) silent reading, (2) give silent consent

The politician remained silent despite intense media scrutiny.

grip n. the act of holding onto something firmly with your hands,
or the ability to do so; (verb) to hold fast or firmly

synonym : grasp, clasp, (verb) hold

(1) grip of fear, (2) lose my grip

He had a firm grip on the rope as he climbed the mountain.

chill n. a feeling of coldness that makes one shiver; (verb) to
make cool or cooler

synonym : coldness, coolness, (verb) freeze

(1) the chill of autumn, (2) feel a slight chill

His swear words cast a chill on the party.

spine n. the series of bones running down the center of the back
that protect the spinal cord and support the body; the
backbone or vertebral column

synonym : backbone, vertebra, column

(1) the spine of a book, (2) a cervical spine injury

She has a minor curved spine due to desk work for many
years.

bench n. a long, flat surface, often elevated and supported by
legs, used for sitting, working, or displaying objects;
persons who administer justice

synonym : seat, terrace, judiciary

(1) bench conference, (2) bench board

I sat on the bench in the park and enjoyed the beautiful
scenery.

resuscitate v. to make someone or something active or vigorous
again;

synonym : reawaken, resurrect, rejuvenate

(1) resuscitate economy, (2) resuscitate the man drown
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He experienced cardiac arrest but was resuscitated
yesterday.

procedure n. a way of doing something, especially the official or
well-known way

synonym : action, approach, course

(1) undergo a surgical procedure, (2) standard procedure

The pilot and flight attendant ran through the check-out
procedure.

calm adj. not excited, angry, or nervous; free from wind, large
waves

synonym : quiet, peaceful, tranquility

(1) calm sea, (2) calm manner

It was the first time in a long time that I felt truly calm and at
peace.

shin n. the front part of the leg below the knee
synonym : tibia, lower leg, front leg

(1) shin guard, (2) shin injury

The pain in his shin made it hard for him to walk.

scared adj. afraid or frightened
synonym : frightened, fearful, dreading

(1) scared all the time, (2) scared dog

I'm scared of insects.

belong v. to be the property of someone or something; to be a
member or part of a group; to be in the proper or
appropriate place

synonym : fit, be appropriate, be suitable

(1) belong to different species, (2) belong to a group

All the books in this section belong to the library's rare
collection and must be handled carefully.
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diagnose v. to determine or distinguish the nature of a problem or an
illness through a careful analysis

synonym : identify, analyze, interpret

(1) diagnose the problem, (2) diagnose with CT scans

This device is used to diagnose brain cancer and other
tumors.

cerebral adj. relating to the brain or intellect; intellectual or studious
rather than emotional or physical

synonym : brain, mental, intellectual

(1) cerebral palsy, (2) cerebral cortex

The patient experienced a cerebral hemorrhage and required
surgery.

palsy n. a condition characterized by the loss or impairment of
movement or sensation due to damage or disease
affecting the nervous system; paralysis or weakness

synonym : paralysis, tremor, twitch

(1) muscle palsy, (2) cerebral palsy

Some people with Parkinson's disease may experience
tremors and palsy in their limbs.

progressive adj. relating to or supporting development or advancement,
especially social or political one

synonym : advanced, forward-thinking, modern

(1) progressive taxation, (2) progressive development

The progressive approach to education emphasizes
hands-on learning and student-centered classrooms.

brain n. the organ inside the head that is responsible for one's
movement, thought, memory, and feeling

synonym : intellect, mind, encephalon

(1) basic brain function, (2) permanent brain damage

X-rays revealed a small tumor in his brain.

injury n. harm done to a person's or an animal's body caused by
an accident or an attack
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synonym : wound, damage, hurt

(1) without injury, (2) a fatal injury

My accidental injury got better right away.

primarily adv. mainly
synonym : largely, mainly, mostly

(1) intended primarily for young people, (2) primarily affect
adults

All peaceful cooperation is based primarily on mutual trust.

movement n. a group of people working together to achieve a shared
goal, especially a political, social, or artistic one; the
process of moving or being moved, physically or
figuratively

synonym : motion, progression, action

(1) a circular movement, (2) movement of troops

The movement of the dancers on stage was graceful and
elegant.

coordination n. the act of making all the people involved in a plan or
activity work together effectively; the ability to control
different parts of the body effectively

synonym : cooperation, teamwork, collaboration

(1) data coordination, (2) loss of muscle coordination

Synchronized swimming needs close coordination between
six performers.

statistics n. the discipline that concerns the collection, organization,
analysis, interpretation, and presentation of data

(1) statistics for cancer, (2) official statistics

The statistics demonstrate that poverty and unemployment
are genuine problems.

continent n. one of the earth's large landmasses; (adjective)
abstaining from your feelings, especially your desire to
have sex

synonym : landmass, (adjective) chaste, (adjective) pure
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(1) the inland of a continent, (2) continent urinary diversion

Flight across the continent was a daring adventure in its day.

tribe n. a social group made up of members who live together,
sharing the same language, culture, religion, etc.,
especially those who do not live in towns or cities

synonym : family, clan, kinsfolk

(1) aboriginal tribe, (2) mountain tribe

The tribe had distinctly defined gender roles.

impair v. to damage something or make it weaker or worse
synonym : degrade, mar, deface

(1) impair my health, (2) impair insulin sensitivity

The accident made his vision impaired.

predominant adj. having control, authority, or influence that is greater than
that of others; prevailing or vastly more abundant than
others of the same kind

synonym : cardinal, prevailing, superior

(1) predominant color, (2) a predominant species

In this office, teamwork is the predominant factor in
achieving success.

grasp v. to take hold of something or someone quickly and firmly
synonym : grab, clasp, grip

(1) grasp his hand, (2) grasp a chance

They spent a lot of time trying to grasp the current situation.

babble n. the sound of many people speaking simultaneously;
meaningless talk or speech

synonym : drivel, gabble, gibberish

(1) the babble of a crowd, (2) mindless babble

Please avoid using excessive jargon or too much
technological babble.

shackle n. a metal ring, bar, or other device used to confine,
restrain, or limit freedom of movement; a restraint or
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impediment of any kind
synonym : chains, fetters, handcuffs

(1) shackle chains, (2) metal shackle

The prisoner wore heavy shackles on his wrists and ankles.

roll v. to move in a particular direction by turning over and over
or from side to side

synonym : spin, swirl, wheel

(1) roll a ball, (2) roll down his cheeks

He was exhausted and rolled into bed as soon as he got
home.

milestone n. an important event or stage in the development or
progress of something; a stone by the side of a road to
show distances

synonym : landmark, turning point, touchstone

(1) key milestone, (2) milestone event

Reaching the milestone of 1000 subscribers on her SNS
channel was a major achievement for her.

naturally adv. as might be expected; by natural manners
synonym : by nature, inherently, intrinsically

(1) naturally arising, (2) naturally regenerated forest

He was naturally gifted.

typical adj. having the usual characteristics or traits of a specific
group of things

synonym : characteristic, usual, distinctive

(1) typical leader, (2) fairly typical symptoms

This artwork is typical of her work.

visible adj. capable of being seen; or open to easy view
synonym : clear, observable, seeable

(1) visible stars, (2) visible by X-ray

My home is easily visible from the shore.
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unaware adj. not understanding something or having knowledge or
idea of something

synonym : incognizant, clueless, ignorant

(1) entirely unaware of the danger, (2) unaware of the
reality

He was unaware of the scrutiny.

specialize v. to become an expert in a specific career field, study, or
business

synonym : narrow down, particularize

(1) specialize in child care, (2) specialize in market
research

The restaurant has chefs who specialize in beef.

upright adj. perpendicular to a horizontal surface or line; (adverb) in
a vertical position

synonym : vertical, perpendicular, plumb

(1) upright posture, (2) sit upright in a chair

The bookcase was upright against the wall.

unsupported adj. not given financial or other aid; not having any proof or
evidence

synonym : baseless, unfounded, unwarranted

(1) unsupported rumor, (2) fight unsupported

Removal of the central poll left the roof unsupported.

gigantic adj. extremely large
synonym : huge, enormous, immense

(1) gigantic proportions, (2) gigantic monsters

He was so hungry from the long journey that he had a
gigantic appetite.

immovable adj. firmly fixed in place; unable to be moved or changed
easily; unyielding or inflexible

synonym : inflexible, fixed, rigid

(1) immovable property, (2) immovable facts
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The corporation's CEO was an immovable force, determined
to keep the company profitable at all costs.

certify v. to formally state, especially in writing, that something is
true

synonym : accredit, approve, authorize

(1) certify product quality, (2) certify the authenticity of the
painting

As a witness, I can certify his innocence.

denial n. a statement that something is not true or does not exist
synonym : refusal, rejection, veto

(1) state of denial, (2) an absolute denial

She gave us a categorical denial of the scandal.

depression n. a mental condition in which a person feels very unhappy
and without hope for the future; a severe recession in an
economy or market

synonym : recession, slump, despair

(1) the Great Depression, (2) the root problem of her
depression

Depression symptoms might include a decrease in appetite
and weight loss.

acceptance n. the act of agreeing or approving, or the state of being
agreed or approved

synonym : approval, recognition, acknowledgment

(1) a feeling of acceptance, (2) a letter of acceptance

The acceptance of diversity and inclusion is crucial for
building a harmonious society.

strength n. the quality or state of being physically, or sometimes
mentally, strong

synonym : resilience, power, muscles

(1) strength of the economy, (2) muscular strength

Health and strength are, above all, gold.
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countless adj. too numerous to be counted or very many
synonym : innumerable, myriad, numerous

(1) countless hours, (2) answer countless questions

There are countless methods for dealing with stress.

sleeplessness n. the condition of being unable to sleep or having difficulty
sleeping

synonym : insomnia, wakefulness, restlessness

(1) sleeplessness disorder, (2) beat sleeplessness

He tried various treatments for his sleeplessness, but
nothing seemed to work.

neuroplasticity n. the ability of the brain to change and reorganize itself in
response to new experiences, learning, or injury, by
creating new neural connections and pathways

synonym : brain plasticity, neural remodeling, synaptic plasticity

(1) neuroplasticity therapy, (2) experience-dependent
neuroplasticity

Researchers are currently studying the potential of
neuroplasticity to treat conditions such as depression and
anxiety.

extensive adj. covering a large area; having a wide range
synonym : ample, comprehensive, vast

(1) extensive experience, (2) have extensive vocabulary

The incident attracted extensive media coverage throughout
the world.

indicate v. to show, point out, or make known something, often
through a sign or a symbol; to suggest or imply
something without stating it directly

synonym : hint, suggest, show

(1) indicate a preference, (2) indicate an error

The data indicates that the company's profits have steadily
increased over the past quarter.
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stroke n. a medical condition in which poor blood flow to the brain
causes cell death; the act of swinging or striking at a ball
with a club, racket, etc.

synonym : blow

(1) suffer stroke, (2) a stroke of the putter

This year's extreme heat has resulted in many heat stroke
cases.

recover v. to return to a former condition, health, mind, or strength
synonym : come back, convalesce, heal

(1) recover a loss, (2) recover approval ratings

She is still recovering from a shot to her shoulder.

assiduous adj. showing great care, attention, and perseverance in
carrying out a task or duty; diligent and hardworking

synonym : diligent, hardworking, industrious

(1) assiduous worker, (2) assiduous student

The chef's assiduous efforts to source high-quality
ingredients were apparent in the delicious meal.

rehabilitate v. to restore to good health or physical condition; to help
someone return to a normal life, especially after a period
of illness, addiction, or imprisonment

synonym : reform, restore, renovate

(1) rehabilitate prisoners, (2) rehabilitate wildlife

The organization works to rehabilitate drug addicts and help
them rebuild their lives.

fundamental adj. forming an essential base or core from which everything
else develops or is affected

synonym : basic, essential, entire

(1) fundamental education, (2) fundamental rights

Human behavior has fundamental characteristics.

consolidate v. to make something more vital, more solid, or more
certain

synonym : crystallize, concentrate, cement
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(1) consolidate his debt, (2) consolidate a leadership

The two universities will consolidate in July next year.

scare v. to frighten a person or animal, or to become frightened
synonym : frighten, spook, intimidate

(1) scare off her attacker by screaming, (2) scare the birds
away

We hit the ground to scare out the rabbits.

immobility n. the state of being unable to move; the quality of being
unable to be moved or changed easily

synonym : inactivity, stillness, paralysis

(1) emotional immobility, (2) the immobility of a rock

The airplane crash resulted in the immobility of several
passengers due to their injuries.

tight adj. fixed, fastened, or kept together firmly or closely
synonym : closed, secured, cramped

(1) a tight game, (2) student on a tight budget

The national election was held amid tight security.

timeline n. a series of events arranged in chronological order and
displayed along a line, usually drawn left to right or top
to bottom

synonym : agenda, timetable, chronology

(1) timeline of science history, (2) lay out a timeline

He imposed a timeline on the project.

lever n. a handle used to operate a vehicle or a machine; a rigid
bar resting on a pivot so that one end of it can be
pushed or pulled easily

synonym : lifter, crowbar, bar

(1) a gear change lever, (2) lever for reform

This initiative will be a lever for increasing company sales.

execute v. to kill someone, especially as a legal punishment; to
carry out or perform an action, duty, etc.
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synonym : direct, conduct, enforce

(1) execute a bold strategy, (2) execute a double play

The mafioso who collaborated with the police was executed.

agile adj. able to move quickly and easily, often in a way that is
graceful and controlled

synonym : nimble, quick, flexible

(1) an agile mind, (2) agile in his movements

The agile development process allowed the team to make
changes quickly.

methodology n. a set of ways or principles of doing, teaching, or
studying something

synonym : procedure, approach, process

(1) methodology for optimizing, (2) research methodology

We are developing a new methodology for assessing
marketing measures.

requirement n. something that is needed or wanted
synonym : prerequisite, provision, condition

(1) meet requirement, (2) school requirement

What is the entry requirement for this course?

achieve v. to successfully complete a task or goal, often through
hard work, perseverance, and dedication; to attain or
accomplish something that one has set out to do

synonym : accomplish, attain, reach

(1) achieve success, (2) achieve milestones

I will work hard to achieve my goals and realize my dreams.

increment n. a regular increase in the amount of something, such as
money; a process of becoming larger, longer, or more
important

synonym : increase, expansion, addendum

(1) steady incremental growth, (2) small increments

The bid increment for this auction is $100.
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largely adv. virtually entirely; to a large degree
synonym : mainly, chiefly, broadly

(1) largely accepted, (2) largely mitigate the issue

Nevada is largely a desert state.

acquire v. to buy or obtain something such as an asset, object,
knowledge, etc., for oneself

synonym : attain, earn, catch

(1) acquire knowledge, (2) acquire a new company

Children acquire language at a fantastic rate.

rough adj. not quite exact or correct; having or caused by an
irregular surface

synonym : inelegant, coarse, barbarian

(1) rough and tough, (2) rough estimation

The vehicle bounced along the rough mountain road.

neon n. a chemical element of atomic number 10 that is a gas
with no smell or color, does not react with other
chemicals, and shines with a bright light when electricity
is passed through it

synonym : fluorescent, glowing, illuminated

(1) luminous neon tube, (2) neon lights

The nightlife district was lit up with colorful neon signs and
bright lights.

physiotherapist n. a healthcare professional who helps people affected by
injury, illness, or disability through movement and
exercise, manual therapy, education, and advice

synonym : physical therapist, masseur, muscle specialist

(1) a job as a physiotherapist, (2) physiotherapist
treatment

She visits the physiotherapist clinic twice weekly to help her
recover from her injury.

occupation n. a person's job or profession; the act of taking
possession
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synonym : job, profession, vocation

(1) occupation disease, (2) occupation of a building

The police stopped the suspicious person and asked him to
give his name, address, and occupation.

therapy n. the act of caring for someone through medication,
remedial training, etc.

synonym : antidote, medicine, treatment

(1) therapy for a patient, (2) field of gene therapy

I underwent aversion therapy for my addiction to alcohol.

identify v. to recognize someone or something and say or prove
who or what they are

synonym : determine, specify, recognize

(1) identify handwriting, (2) identify gene sequences

I will introduce you to how to identify the leading causes of
the malfunction.

feat n. a notable or impressive achievement, especially one
that requires great skill or bravery

synonym : achievement, accomplishment, exploit

(1) intellectual feat, (2) feat accomplishment

It is an incredible feat to climb Mount Everest, the highest
mountain in the world.

independence n. freedom from another's or others' control or influence
synonym : freedom, liberty, autonomy

(1) financial independence, (2) independence ceremony

There is nothing more valuable than independence and
freedom.

gross adj. being the total amount of something before any
deductions; obese and ugly or unpleasant

synonym : before tax, total, abhorrent

(1) the gross amount, (2) gross injustice

The drastic reorganization has significantly increased this
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company's gross profits.

motor n. a device that converts electricity, fuel, etc. into
movement and makes a machine, vehicle, etc. work

synonym : actuator, engine, machine

(1) a motor mechanic, (2) DC motor control

Energy-efficient motors are needed to maximize the cruising
distance of electric vehicles.

adaptive adj. capable of adjusting to new situations or changing
conditions

synonym : flexible, adjustable, pliant

(1) the adaptive coloring, (2) adaptive technology

The adaptive learning system adjusts the difficulty level of
the lessons based on the student's performance.

communicate v. to share or exchange information with others by
speaking, writing, moving your body, or using other
signals

synonym : convey, share, transmit

(1) communicate his anxieties to the psychiatrist, 
(2) communicate well with my advisor

Dolphins use sound to communicate with each other.

asymmetric adj. lacking symmetry or balance; not corresponding in size,
shape, or degree; characterized by an uneven or
unequal distribution or arrangement

synonym : uneven, lopsided, unbalanced

(1) asymmetric warfare, (2) asymmetric information

The asymmetric design of the building made it stand out in
the city skyline.

balance n. a condition in which everything has the same weight or
force; something left after other parts have been taken
away

synonym : equilibrium, counterpoise, remainder

(1) the balance of power, (2) asset on the company's
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balance sheet

Try to keep a balance between work and off.

sprint v. to run at full speed over a short distance or period of
time

synonym : dash, bolt, race

(1) sprint for a bus, (2) sprint towards the finish line

Top athletes can sprint 100 meters in less than 10 seconds.

stimulation n. the act of arousing interest or activity in something; the
action of providing a stimulus

synonym : activation, arousal, excitation

(1) stimulation of the economy, (2) stimulation of the
senses

The stimulation of certain chemicals activates the brain's
reward system.

execution n. the act or process of carrying out a plan, order, or
course of action; the act or process of carrying out the
death penalty

synonym : carrying out, implementation, completion

(1) compulsory execution, (2) execution by injection

The execution of the plan was flawless, resulting in a
record-breaking profit for the company.

stimulate v. to encourage something to develop or become more
active; to stir the feelings or emotions

synonym : excite, provoke, arouse

(1) stimulate the economy, (2) stimulate the nervous
system

The book stimulated my imagination.

rub v. to move one's hand or an object over the surface of
something with pressure

synonym : scrub, massage, stroke

(1) rub shoulders, (2) rub a glass window
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She rubbed the sore spot on her leg to ease the pain.

deliberate adj. done with full consciousness of nature and effects rather
than by accident

synonym : intentional, planned, careful

(1) the deliberate act of provocation, (2) deliberate attempt

Despite its advanced science and technology, the empire
was deliberate about invasion.

proclaim v. to announce or state something publicly and forcefully
synonym : announce, declare, trumpet

(1) proclaim victory, (2) proclaim law

The leader proclaimed a state of emergency in the country.

engage v. to attract and keep someone's attention and interest; to
participate in or obtain services of something

synonym : confront, employ, amuse

(1) engage in environmental protection activities, 
(2) engage a new employee

Many multinational companies are engaged in the
reconstruction of that country.

toy n. a thing, typically a small model or replica of something
that is played with, especially by children

synonym : plaything, game, trinket

(1) toy store, (2) toy box

He gave his daughter a new toy for her birthday.

prompt v. to make someone decide to or try to do something, or to
make something happen

synonym : actuate, inspire, incite

(1) prompt a feeling of hunger, (2) prompt a debate

That incident prompted a nationwide chain reaction
regarding the crackdown on illegal groups.
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physiotherapy n. (also physio) a branch of healthcare that focuses on the
prevention, management, and rehabilitation of
disabilities, injuries, and illnesses through physical
exercises, massage, and other therapeutic techniques

synonym : physical therapy, rehab, rehabilitation

(1) physiotherapy equipment, (2) pediatric physiotherapy

The physiotherapy sessions helped the patient recover from
the injury and regain mobility.

frequent adj. happening constantly
synonym : periodic, recurring, routine

(1) frequent absence, (2) frequent use

His heartaches are less frequent now.

characteristic n. a typical feature or quality that can identify, tell apart, or
describe something or somebody

synonym : feature, quality, attribute

(1) stripes characteristic of the zebra, (2) my friend's
characteristic laugh

Bananas have their characteristic taste and odor.

agility n. the ability to move quickly and easily, often in a way that
is graceful and controlled

synonym : nimbleness, quickness, dexterity

(1) ninja-like agility, (2) agility training

The coach had the team run through the agility ladder to
improve their coordination.

determination n. the quality of being persistent and purposeful; the act of
finding out the exact nature or essence of something

synonym : resolve, willpower, conviction

(1) a steely determination, (2) determination of a DNA
sequence

His determination to succeed was unwavering, even in the
face of adversity.
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process n. a series of actions or operations performed to achieve a
particular outcome or goal; a systematic procedure or
approach used to accomplish a specific task or
objective; a method of treating milk to make it suitable
for consumption or use in other dairy products

synonym : procedure, method, system

(1) process improvement, (2) decision-making process

The process for applying for a visa can be lengthy and
complicated.

delay v. to cause something to happen at a later time than
originally intended or expected

synonym : block, adjourn, detain

(1) delay a flight three hours, (2) delay the new project

We delayed the payment because of an incorrect invoice.

disturb v. to interrupt someone who is trying to work, sleep, etc.
synonym : agitate, bother, intrude

(1) disturb the peace, (2) disturb his sleep

Tourists frequently disturb the island's delicate natural
balance.

neglect v. to not give enough care or attention to something; to
leave something undone

synonym : delinquency, carelessness, decay

(1) neglect to call, (2) neglect ethical issues

He neglected his health to make the project a success.

stiff adj. not easily bent, flexible, or pliable; difficult to move or be
maneuvered; difficult to relax; having a heavy or formal
manner

synonym : rigid, inflexible, unbending

(1) stiff muscles, (2) stiff penalty

Her body felt stiff after sitting at her desk for hours without
moving.
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cheerleader n. a person who leads cheers and chants at organized
sports events, typically wearing a uniform and
performing choreographed routines

(1) college cheerleader, (2) cheerleader tryouts

She was the captain of the cheerleader squad in high
school.

backward adv. at, to, or toward the direction or place that is behind or
rear

synonym : back, rearward, in reverse

(1) walk backward, (2) backward angle

She falls over backward when she sees her mother-in-law.

oscillate v. to swing or move back and forth like a pendulum or a
wave; to fluctuate or alternate between two points or
states; to hesitate or be indecisive

synonym : fluctuate, swing, vibrate

(1) oscillate back and forth, (2) oscillate between joy and
anger

The fan in the room oscillates, making the airflow more
evenly.

introductory adj. intended as an introduction or preliminary; serving as a
base or starting point

synonym : beginning, preliminary, initial

(1) introductory biology text, (2) product introductory sale

The introductory class was designed to give students a
basic understanding of the subject.

neuron n. a cell that is specialized to carry information within the
brain and between the brain and other parts of the body

synonym : nerve cell

(1) excite the neurons, (2) neuron cell body

Our body transfers information along each neuron using an
electrical impulse.
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hyperbaric adj. relating to or involving an environment with higher than
normal atmospheric pressure, typically used in medical
treatment to provide high levels of oxygen to the body's
tissues

synonym : pressurized, high-pressure, compressed

(1) hyperbaric chamber, (2) hyperbaric medicine

Doctors recommend hyperbaric oxygen therapy for patients
with decompression sickness.

oxygen n. the chemical element with the symbol O that is present
in air and water and is necessary for people, animals,
and plants to live

(1) the hydrogen binds the oxygen, (2) lack of oxygen

The passenger grabbed for the oxygen mask.

miraculous adj. very effective or lucky, or completely unexpected
synonym : amazing, astonishing, awesome

(1) a miraculous encounter, (2) go through a miraculous
change

He made a miraculous recovery.

unison n. occurring or corresponding together, simultaneously, or
exactly; (music) two or more sounds or tones at the
same pitch or in octaves

synonym : harmony, accord, unanimity

(1) singing in unison, (2) clap the hands in unison

They saluted in unison to the captain.

intentional adj. done, made or performed with purpose and intent
synonym : deliberate, intended, preplanned

(1) intentional destruction of evidence, (2) an intentional
walk

The law distinguishes between accidental and intentional
killing.

neuropath n. a person who suffers from a neurological disorder or
disease, or the disorder itself
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(1) the treatment plan of the neuropath, (2) neuropath's
disorder

The neuropath's symptoms included weakness, numbness,
and difficulty with coordination.

amazing adj. extremely surprising, especially in a way that you like or
admire

synonym : exceptional, extraordinary, wonderful

(1) amazing advances, (2) the most amazing feeling

The golfer recorded an amazing distance.

mimic v. to imitate someone's speech, movement, or behavior,
especially to make others laugh

synonym : mirror, imitate, ape

(1) mimic a human voice, (2) mimic numerous instruments

He is very popular at school because he can mimic all the
teachers' accents.

unique adj. being the only one of its kind; unlike anything else
synonym : one-of-a-kind, unparalleled, incomparable

(1) a unique teacher, (2) unique design

The painting is unique, and there is no other like it.

curriculum n. a series of subjects comprising a course of study in a
school, college, etc.

synonym : program, syllabus, course of study

(1) a curriculum vitae, (2) an academic curriculum

A committee was appointed to manage the reorganization of
the curriculum.

incorporate v. to include something as a part of a larger entity
synonym : contain, integrate, amalgamate

(1) incorporate the current trends, (2) incorporate
technology into daily life

We will attempt to incorporate some of your suggestions into
our future strategy.
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bless v. to make or pronounce holy; to hallow; to consecrate; to
sanctify

synonym : sanctify, consecrate, hallow

(1) bless him in my heart, (2) bless you

The priest blessed the couple as they knelt before him.

practically adv. almost or nearly
synonym : almost, nearly, virtually

(1) practically constant, (2) practically impossible to find a
parking spot

The store is practically empty.

fortunate adj. having good luck or lucky
synonym : fortuitous, lucky, blessed

(1) fortunate situation, (2) less fortunate person

He was pretty fortunate to pass the exam.

backlog n. a buildup of tasks or work that has accumulated over
time and needs to be completed; a reserve of goods or
materials that have not been processed or distributed
yet

synonym : accumulation, pile-up, logjam

(1) backlog of work, (2) data backlog

The company needed help to keep up with the backlog of
orders.

fancy v. to want to do or have something; (noun) something that
many people believe but that is false, or that does not
exist; imagination or fantasy

synonym : imagine, visualize, (noun) fantasy

(1) fancy a cup of coffee, (2) a flight of fancy

I don't fancy acting in such an important role.

drool v. to allow saliva to drip or flow out of the mouth
involuntarily, usually as a result of excitement,
anticipation, or illness; to express excessive admiration
or desire for something
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synonym : slobber, dribble, slaver

(1) drool over a dessert, (2) drool on a pillow

The baby began to drool while teething.

improve v. to make or become better
synonym : enhance, ameliorate, enrich

(1) improve a process, (2) improve the test score

We want to improve ties between our two countries.

crawl v. to move forward slowly, as people or animals with their
bodies near the ground

synonym : creep, drag

(1) crawl across the floor, (2) crawl away from a car

Along the gravel roads, sizeable yellow school buses crawl.

coordinated adj. effectively arranged or organized so that all the parts
work smoothly or systematically together

synonym : collective, unified, cooperative

(1) in a coordinated manner, (2) coordinated robot system

For greater efficiency, our efforts must be better coordinated.

melt v. to turn from something solid into something soft or liquid
as a result of heating

synonym : disintegrate, soften, disappear

(1) melt the ice, (2) melt down gold

Her resistance melted under his persuasion.

unbelievable adj. beyond belief or understanding and extremely surprising
synonym : unimaginable, incredible, fantastical

(1) unbelievable beauty, (2) cause unbelievable damage

He drinks an unbelievable amount of beer.

wit n. the ability to say or write things or ideas in a clever and
humorous way

synonym : humor, comedy, funniness

(1) the wit of man, (2) full of wit
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He has the wit to keep talking about this topic.

experimental adj. relating to or based on new ideas, forms, methods, etc.
that have not been tried before, usually to find out what
effect they have

synonym : empirical, exploratory, observed

(1) experimental data, (2) experimental design

The product is still in the experimental stage.

professional adj. having or showing the skill appropriate to a particular
job; competent or skillful

synonym : skilled, competent, accomplished

(1) professional athlete, (2) certified professional
secretary

He has a professional demeanor and always presents
himself in a polished manner.

fin n. a thin flat part on the body of a fish or other aquatic
animal used for propulsion or balance

synonym : flipper, appendage, stabilizer

(1) back fin, (2) a fin of a plane

The shark's powerful fins allowed it to swim at high speeds.

academic adj. associated with schools, colleges, and universities,
especially studying and thinking, not with practical skills

synonym : educational, scholarly, theoretical

(1) academic probation, (2) an academic discussion

An excellent historian must possess an academic mentality.

physically adv. in a way related to a person's body or appearance rather
than their mind

(1) physically and mentally, (2) stay physically fit

Having a physically healthy physique is essential for a great
life.

strive v. to try very hard to do, achieve, or obtain something
synonym : preserve, endure, persist
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(1) strive hard to get, (2) strive for excellence

They strived to make their dream come true.

dare v. to have the courage to do something
synonym : challenge, risk, attempt

(1) dare not go, (2) dare to take risks

I wouldn't dare to speak to him like that.

magnificent adj. extremely beautiful and impressive; grand or noble in
thought or deed

synonym : splendid, brilliant, exquisite

(1) a magnificent plan, (2) a magnificent mountain

The magnificent scene of the glacier is awe-inspiring.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. school req______nt n. something that is needed or wanted

2. exp______tal data adj. relating to or based on new ideas,
forms, methods, etc. that have not been
tried before, usually to find out what
effect they have

3. reh______ate wildlife v. to restore to good health or physical
condition; to help someone return to a
normal life, especially after a period of
illness, addiction, or imprisonment

4. os_____te between joy and anger v. to swing or move back and forth like a
pendulum or a wave; to fluctuate or
alternate between two points or states;
to hesitate or be indecisive

5. st___e for excellence v. to try very hard to do, achieve, or obtain
something

6. go through a mir_____us change adj. very effective or lucky, or completely
unexpected

7. vi____e stars adj. capable of being seen; or open to easy
view

8. inc______te the current trends v. to include something as a part of a
larger entity

9. si___t reading adj. without any or little sound

10. standard pr_____re n. a way of doing something, especially
the official or well-known way

11. a flight of fa__y v. to want to do or have something; (noun)
something that many people believe but
that is false, or that does not exist;
imagination or fantasy

ANSWERS: 1. requirement, 2. experimental, 3. rehabilitate, 4. oscillate, 5. strive, 6.
miraculous, 7. visible, 8. incorporate, 9. silent, 10. procedure, 11. fancy
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12. st__f penalty adj. not easily bent, flexible, or pliable;
difficult to move or be maneuvered;
difficult to relax; having a heavy or
formal manner

13. r_b a glass window v. to move one's hand or an object over
the surface of something with pressure

14. g__p of fear n. the act of holding onto something firmly
with your hands, or the ability to do so;
(verb) to hold fast or firmly

15. as_____us worker adj. showing great care, attention, and
perseverance in carrying out a task or
duty; diligent and hardworking

16. stripes cha________tic of the

zebra

n. a typical feature or quality that can
identify, tell apart, or describe
something or somebody

17. the gr__s amount adj. being the total amount of something
before any deductions; obese and ugly
or unpleasant

18. fun______al education adj. forming an essential base or core from
which everything else develops or is
affected

19. data ba____g n. a buildup of tasks or work that has
accumulated over time and needs to be
completed; a reserve of goods or
materials that have not been processed
or distributed yet

20. decision-making pr____s n. a series of actions or operations
performed to achieve a particular
outcome or goal; a systematic
procedure or approach used to
accomplish a specific task or objective;
a method of treating milk to make it
suitable for consumption or use in other
dairy products

ANSWERS: 12. stiff, 13. rub, 14. grip, 15. assiduous, 16. characteristic, 17. gross, 18.
fundamental, 19. backlog, 20. process
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21. an an____s look adj. worried and nervous

22. im____e a process v. to make or become better

23. pr____im victory v. to announce or state something publicly
and forcefully

24. ex_____ve experience adj. covering a large area; having a wide
range

25. official sta_____cs n. the discipline that concerns the
collection, organization, analysis,
interpretation, and presentation of data

26. muscular st____th n. the quality or state of being physically,
or sometimes mentally, strong

27. my friend's cha________tic laugh n. a typical feature or quality that can
identify, tell apart, or describe
something or somebody

28. back f_n n. a thin flat part on the body of a fish or
other aquatic animal used for propulsion
or balance

29. con______te his debt v. to make something more vital, more
solid, or more certain

30. ex____e a double play v. to kill someone, especially as a legal
punishment; to carry out or perform an
action, duty, etc.

31. inc______te technology into daily

life

v. to include something as a part of a
larger entity

32. un____e of the reality adj. not understanding something or having
knowledge or idea of something

33. stay phy_____ly fit adv. in a way related to a person's body or
appearance rather than their mind

ANSWERS: 21. anxious, 22. improve, 23. proclaim, 24. extensive, 25. statistics, 26.
strength, 27. characteristic, 28. fin, 29. consolidate, 30. execute, 31. incorporate, 32.
unaware, 33. physically
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34. luminous n__n tube n. a chemical element of atomic number
10 that is a gas with no smell or color,
does not react with other chemicals,
and shines with a bright light when
electricity is passed through it

35. im____e the test score v. to make or become better

36. a steely det_______ion n. the quality of being persistent and
purposeful; the act of finding out the
exact nature or essence of something

37. sti______on of the economy n. the act of arousing interest or activity in
something; the action of providing a
stimulus

38. college che______er n. a person who leads cheers and chants
at organized sports events, typically
wearing a uniform and performing
choreographed routines

39. st_____te the nervous system v. to encourage something to develop or
become more active; to stir the feelings
or emotions

40. mindless ba___e n. the sound of many people speaking
simultaneously; meaningless talk or
speech

41. the w_t of man n. the ability to say or write things or ideas
in a clever and humorous way

42. sc__e the birds away v. to frighten a person or animal, or to
become frightened

43. di____se the problem v. to determine or distinguish the nature of
a problem or an illness through a
careful analysis

ANSWERS: 34. neon, 35. improve, 36. determination, 37. stimulation, 38.
cheerleader, 39. stimulate, 40. babble, 41. wit, 42. scare, 43. diagnose
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44. in a coo______ed manner adj. effectively arranged or organized so
that all the parts work smoothly or
systematically together

45. be__h board n. a long, flat surface, often elevated and
supported by legs, used for sitting,
working, or displaying objects; persons
who administer justice

46. st____th of the economy n. the quality or state of being physically,
or sometimes mentally, strong

47. be___g to different species v. to be the property of someone or
something; to be a member or part of a
group; to be in the proper or appropriate
place

48. pr___t a feeling of hunger v. to make someone decide to or try to do
something, or to make something
happen

49. re____r a loss v. to return to a former condition, health,
mind, or strength

50. ac____e a new company v. to buy or obtain something such as an
asset, object, knowledge, etc., for
oneself

51. a letter of acc_____ce n. the act of agreeing or approving, or the
state of being agreed or approved

52. phy_______apy equipment n. (also physio) a branch of healthcare
that focuses on the prevention,
management, and rehabilitation of
disabilities, injuries, and illnesses
through physical exercises, massage,
and other therapeutic techniques

ANSWERS: 44. coordinated, 45. bench, 46. strength, 47. belong, 48. prompt, 49.
recover, 50. acquire, 51. acceptance, 52. physiotherapy
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53. up____t posture adj. perpendicular to a horizontal surface or
line; (adverb) in a vertical position

54. met______gy for optimizing n. a set of ways or principles of doing,
teaching, or studying something

55. la____y accepted adv. virtually entirely; to a large degree

56. a cervical sp__e injury n. the series of bones running down the
center of the back that protect the spinal
cord and support the body; the
backbone or vertebral column

57. an____s about his health adj. worried and nervous

58. os_____te back and forth v. to swing or move back and forth like a
pendulum or a wave; to fluctuate or
alternate between two points or states;
to hesitate or be indecisive

59. answer co_____ss questions adj. too numerous to be counted or very
many

60. im___r my health v. to damage something or make it weaker
or worse

61. pr____im law v. to announce or state something publicly
and forcefully

62. DC mo__r control n. a device that converts electricity, fuel,
etc. into movement and makes a
machine, vehicle, etc. work

63. em___e from poverty v. to move out of or away from something
and become visible

64. ac____e milestones v. to successfully complete a task or goal,
often through hard work, perseverance,
and dedication; to attain or accomplish
something that one has set out to do

ANSWERS: 53. upright, 54. methodology, 55. largely, 56. spine, 57. anxious, 58.
oscillate, 59. countless, 60. impair, 61. proclaim, 62. motor, 63. emerge, 64. achieve
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65. a mag______nt mountain adj. extremely beautiful and impressive;
grand or noble in thought or deed

66. a ti__t game adj. fixed, fastened, or kept together firmly
or closely

67. a st___e of the putter n. a medical condition in which poor blood
flow to the brain causes cell death; the
act of swinging or striking at a ball with
a club, racket, etc.

68. a fatal in___y n. harm done to a person's or an animal's
body caused by an accident or an
attack

69. clap the hands in un___n n. occurring or corresponding together,
simultaneously, or exactly; (music) two
or more sounds or tones at the same
pitch or in octaves

70. c__m manner adj. not excited, angry, or nervous; free from
wind, large waves

71. a pre______nt species adj. having control, authority, or influence
that is greater than that of others;
prevailing or vastly more abundant than
others of the same kind

72. metal sh____e n. a metal ring, bar, or other device used
to confine, restrain, or limit freedom of
movement; a restraint or impediment of
any kind

73. r_b shoulders v. to move one's hand or an object over
the surface of something with pressure

74. fr____nt use adj. happening constantly

75. fr____nt absence adj. happening constantly

ANSWERS: 65. magnificent, 66. tight, 67. stroke, 68. injury, 69. unison, 70. calm, 71.
predominant, 72. shackle, 73. rub, 74. frequent, 75. frequent
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76. certified pro______nal secretary adj. having or showing the skill appropriate
to a particular job; competent or skillful

77. pr___t a debate v. to make someone decide to or try to do
something, or to make something
happen

78. im_____le property adj. firmly fixed in place; unable to be
moved or changed easily; unyielding or
inflexible

79. dr__l over a dessert v. to allow saliva to drip or flow out of the
mouth involuntarily, usually as a result
of excitement, anticipation, or illness; to
express excessive admiration or desire
for something

80. product int______ory sale adj. intended as an introduction or
preliminary; serving as a base or
starting point

81. ba____rd angle adv. at, to, or toward the direction or place
that is behind or rear

82. bl__s you v. to make or pronounce holy; to hallow; to
consecrate; to sanctify

83. id____fy handwriting v. to recognize someone or something
and say or prove who or what they are

84. be___g to a group v. to be the property of someone or
something; to be a member or part of a
group; to be in the proper or appropriate
place

85. an int______al walk adj. done, made or performed with purpose
and intent

86. am____g advances adj. extremely surprising, especially in a
way that you like or admire

ANSWERS: 76. professional, 77. prompt, 78. immovable, 79. drool, 80. introductory,
81. backward, 82. bless, 83. identify, 84. belong, 85. intentional, 86. amazing
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87. the ad____ve coloring adj. capable of adjusting to new situations or
changing conditions

88. ind______nce ceremony n. freedom from another's or others'
control or influence

89. de__y the new project v. to cause something to happen at a later
time than originally intended or
expected

90. mi_____ne event n. an important event or stage in the
development or progress of something;
a stone by the side of a road to show
distances

91. del_____te attempt adj. done with full consciousness of nature
and effects rather than by accident

92. det_______ion of a DNA sequence n. the quality of being persistent and
purposeful; the act of finding out the
exact nature or essence of something

93. cr__l across the floor v. to move forward slowly, as people or
animals with their bodies near the
ground

94. sle_______ess disorder n. the condition of being unable to sleep or
having difficulty sleeping

95. entirely un____e of the danger adj. not understanding something or having
knowledge or idea of something

96. le__r for reform n. a handle used to operate a vehicle or a
machine; a rigid bar resting on a pivot
so that one end of it can be pushed or
pulled easily

97. a mo__r mechanic n. a device that converts electricity, fuel,
etc. into movement and makes a
machine, vehicle, etc. work

ANSWERS: 87. adaptive, 88. independence, 89. delay, 90. milestone, 91. deliberate,
92. determination, 93. crawl, 94. sleeplessness, 95. unaware, 96. lever, 97. motor
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98. sc___d dog adj. afraid or frightened

99. mi__c a human voice v. to imitate someone's speech,
movement, or behavior, especially to
make others laugh

100. the Great Dep_____on n. a mental condition in which a person
feels very unhappy and without hope for
the future; a severe recession in an
economy or market

101. meet req______nt n. something that is needed or wanted

102. feel a slight ch__l n. a feeling of coldness that makes one
shiver; (verb) to make cool or cooler

103. sta_____cs for cancer n. the discipline that concerns the
collection, organization, analysis,
interpretation, and presentation of data

104. ac____e success v. to successfully complete a task or goal,
often through hard work, perseverance,
and dedication; to attain or accomplish
something that one has set out to do

105. the most am____g feeling adj. extremely surprising, especially in a
way that you like or admire

106. asy_____ic warfare adj. lacking symmetry or balance; not
corresponding in size, shape, or
degree; characterized by an uneven or
unequal distribution or arrangement

107. en___e in environmental protection

activities

v. to attract and keep someone's attention
and interest; to participate in or obtain
services of something

108. the ch__l of autumn n. a feeling of coldness that makes one
shiver; (verb) to make cool or cooler

ANSWERS: 98. scared, 99. mimic, 100. depression, 101. requirement, 102. chill, 103.
statistics, 104. achieve, 105. amazing, 106. asymmetric, 107. engage, 108. chill
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109. r__l a ball v. to move in a particular direction by
turning over and over or from side to
side

110. ne_____th's disorder n. a person who suffers from a
neurological disorder or disease, or the
disorder itself

111. reh______ate prisoners v. to restore to good health or physical
condition; to help someone return to a
normal life, especially after a period of
illness, addiction, or imprisonment

112. occ_____on of a building n. a person's job or profession; the act of
taking possession

113. intended pr_____ly for young

people

adv. mainly

114. ce____y product quality v. to formally state, especially in writing,
that something is true

115. fi_____rn grandchild adj. the first child born to a mother

116. de__y a flight three hours v. to cause something to happen at a later
time than originally intended or
expected

117. pra______ly constant adv. almost or nearly

118. give si___t consent adj. without any or little sound

119. ac____ic probation adj. associated with schools, colleges, and
universities, especially studying and
thinking, not with practical skills

120. pr____s improvement n. a series of actions or operations
performed to achieve a particular
outcome or goal; a systematic
procedure or approach used to
accomplish a specific task or objective;
a method of treating milk to make it
suitable for consumption or use in other
dairy products

ANSWERS: 109. roll, 110. neuropath, 111. rehabilitate, 112. occupation, 113.
primarily, 114. certify, 115. firstborn, 116. delay, 117. practically, 118. silent, 119.
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academic, 120. process
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121. uns______ed rumor adj. not given financial or other aid; not
having any proof or evidence

122. d__e to take risks v. to have the courage to do something

123. bl__s him in my heart v. to make or pronounce holy; to hallow; to
consecrate; to sanctify

124. la____y mitigate the issue adv. virtually entirely; to a large degree

125. a cur_____um vitae n. a series of subjects comprising a course
of study in a school, college, etc.

126. ty____l leader adj. having the usual characteristics or traits
of a specific group of things

127. t_y store n. a thing, typically a small model or
replica of something that is played with,
especially by children

128. ne____t to call v. to not give enough care or attention to
something; to leave something undone

129. spe_____ze in market research v. to become an expert in a specific career
field, study, or business

130. singing in un___n n. occurring or corresponding together,
simultaneously, or exactly; (music) two
or more sounds or tones at the same
pitch or in octaves

131. neu_________ity therapy n. the ability of the brain to change and
reorganize itself in response to new
experiences, learning, or injury, by
creating new neural connections and
pathways

132. ti____ne of science history n. a series of events arranged in
chronological order and displayed along
a line, usually drawn left to right or top
to bottom

ANSWERS: 121. unsupported, 122. dare, 123. bless, 124. largely, 125. curriculum,
126. typical, 127. toy, 128. neglect, 129. specialize, 130. unison, 131. neuroplasticity,
132. timeline
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133. gr__p his hand v. to take hold of something or someone
quickly and firmly

134. key mi_____ne n. an important event or stage in the
development or progress of something;
a stone by the side of a road to show
distances

135. st__f muscles adj. not easily bent, flexible, or pliable;
difficult to move or be maneuvered;
difficult to relax; having a heavy or
formal manner

136. ro__h estimation adj. not quite exact or correct; having or
caused by an irregular surface

137. exp______tal design adj. relating to or based on new ideas,
forms, methods, etc. that have not been
tried before, usually to find out what
effect they have

138. occ_____on disease n. a person's job or profession; the act of
taking possession

139. di____se with CT scans v. to determine or distinguish the nature of
a problem or an illness through a
careful analysis

140. phy_________ist treatment n. a healthcare professional who helps
people affected by injury, illness, or
disability through movement and
exercise, manual therapy, education,
and advice

141. a circular mo____nt n. a group of people working together to
achieve a shared goal, especially a
political, social, or artistic one; the
process of moving or being moved,
physically or figuratively

ANSWERS: 133. grasp, 134. milestone, 135. stiff, 136. rough, 137. experimental,
138. occupation, 139. diagnose, 140. physiotherapist, 141. movement
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142. int______al destruction of evidence adj. done, made or performed with purpose
and intent

143. without in___y n. harm done to a person's or an animal's
body caused by an accident or an
attack

144. che______er tryouts n. a person who leads cheers and chants
at organized sports events, typically
wearing a uniform and performing
choreographed routines

145. ce____al cortex adj. relating to the brain or intellect;
intellectual or studious rather than
emotional or physical

146. state of de___l n. a statement that something is not true
or does not exist

147. coo______ed robot system adj. effectively arranged or organized so
that all the parts work smoothly or
systematically together

148. asset on the company's ba____e

sheet

n. a condition in which everything has the
same weight or force; something left
after other parts have been taken away

149. sp___t for a bus v. to run at full speed over a short distance
or period of time

150. n__n lights n. a chemical element of atomic number
10 that is a gas with no smell or color,
does not react with other chemicals,
and shines with a bright light when
electricity is passed through it

151. m__t the ice v. to turn from something solid into
something soft or liquid as a result of
heating

ANSWERS: 142. intentional, 143. injury, 144. cheerleader, 145. cerebral, 146. denial,
147. coordinated, 148. balance, 149. sprint, 150. neon, 151. melt
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152. m__t down gold v. to turn from something solid into
something soft or liquid as a result of
heating

153. im_____le facts adj. firmly fixed in place; unable to be
moved or changed easily; unyielding or
inflexible

154. a job as a phy_________ist n. a healthcare professional who helps
people affected by injury, illness, or
disability through movement and
exercise, manual therapy, education,
and advice

155. dr__l on a pillow v. to allow saliva to drip or flow out of the
mouth involuntarily, usually as a result
of excitement, anticipation, or illness; to
express excessive admiration or desire
for something

156. pr_____ly affect adults adv. mainly

157. less fo_____te person adj. having good luck or lucky

158. fa__y a cup of coffee v. to want to do or have something; (noun)
something that many people believe but
that is false, or that does not exist;
imagination or fantasy

159. f__t accomplishment n. a notable or impressive achievement,
especially one that requires great skill
or bravery

160. fun______al rights adj. forming an essential base or core from
which everything else develops or is
affected

161. financial ind______nce n. freedom from another's or others'
control or influence

ANSWERS: 152. melt, 153. immovable, 154. physiotherapist, 155. drool, 156.
primarily, 157. fortunate, 158. fancy, 159. feat, 160. fundamental, 161. independence
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162. fi_____rn female child adj. the first child born to a mother

163. pra______ly impossible to find a

parking spot

adv. almost or nearly

164. the ba___e of a crowd n. the sound of many people speaking
simultaneously; meaningless talk or
speech

165. ad____ve technology adj. capable of adjusting to new situations or
changing conditions

166. a gear change le__r n. a handle used to operate a vehicle or a
machine; a rigid bar resting on a pivot
so that one end of it can be pushed or
pulled easily

167. excite the ne___ns n. a cell that is specialized to carry
information within the brain and
between the brain and other parts of the
body

168. an ac____ic discussion adj. associated with schools, colleges, and
universities, especially studying and
thinking, not with practical skills

169. ne___n cell body n. a cell that is specialized to carry
information within the brain and
between the brain and other parts of the
body

170. na_____ly arising adv. as might be expected; by natural
manners

171. the treatment plan of the ne_____th n. a person who suffers from a
neurological disorder or disease, or the
disorder itself

ANSWERS: 162. firstborn, 163. practically, 164. babble, 165. adaptive, 166. lever,
167. neuron, 168. academic, 169. neuron, 170. naturally, 171. neuropath
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172. res______te economy v. to make someone or something active
or vigorous again;

173. ninja-like ag____y n. the ability to move quickly and easily,
often in a way that is graceful and
controlled

174. intellectual f__t n. a notable or impressive achievement,
especially one that requires great skill
or bravery

175. int______ory biology text adj. intended as an introduction or
preliminary; serving as a base or
starting point

176. the ba____e of power n. a condition in which everything has the
same weight or force; something left
after other parts have been taken away

177. sh____e chains n. a metal ring, bar, or other device used
to confine, restrain, or limit freedom of
movement; a restraint or impediment of
any kind

178. sti______on of the senses n. the act of arousing interest or activity in
something; the action of providing a
stimulus

179. a feeling of acc_____ce n. the act of agreeing or approving, or the
state of being agreed or approved

180. st_____te the economy v. to encourage something to develop or
become more active; to stir the feelings
or emotions

181. ro__h and tough adj. not quite exact or correct; having or
caused by an irregular surface

182. undergo a surgical pr_____re n. a way of doing something, especially
the official or well-known way

ANSWERS: 172. resuscitate, 173. agility, 174. feat, 175. introductory, 176. balance,
177. shackle, 178. stimulation, 179. acceptance, 180. stimulate, 181. rough, 182.
procedure
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183. asy_____ic information adj. lacking symmetry or balance; not
corresponding in size, shape, or
degree; characterized by an uneven or
unequal distribution or arrangement

184. permanent br__n damage n. the organ inside the head that is
responsible for one's movement,
thought, memory, and feeling

185. mi__c numerous instruments v. to imitate someone's speech,
movement, or behavior, especially to
make others laugh

186. a un___e teacher adj. being the only one of its kind; unlike
anything else

187. be__h conference n. a long, flat surface, often elevated and
supported by legs, used for sitting,
working, or displaying objects; persons
who administer justice

188. ag____y training n. the ability to move quickly and easily,
often in a way that is graceful and
controlled

189. in____te an error v. to show, point out, or make known
something, often through a sign or a
symbol; to suggest or imply something
without stating it directly

190. lack of ox___n n. the chemical element with the symbol O
that is present in air and water and is
necessary for people, animals, and
plants to live

191. suffer st___e n. a medical condition in which poor blood
flow to the brain causes cell death; the
act of swinging or striking at a ball with
a club, racket, etc.

ANSWERS: 183. asymmetric, 184. brain, 185. mimic, 186. unique, 187. bench, 188.
agility, 189. indicate, 190. oxygen, 191. stroke
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192. im___r insulin sensitivity v. to damage something or make it weaker
or worse

193. ex____e a bold strategy v. to kill someone, especially as a legal
punishment; to carry out or perform an
action, duty, etc.

194. an ag__e mind adj. able to move quickly and easily, often in
a way that is graceful and controlled

195. an absolute de___l n. a statement that something is not true
or does not exist

196. ex_____on by injection n. the act or process of carrying out a
plan, order, or course of action; the act
or process of carrying out the death
penalty

197. gr__s injustice adj. being the total amount of something
before any deductions; obese and ugly
or unpleasant

198. walk ba____rd adv. at, to, or toward the direction or place
that is behind or rear

199. beat sle_______ess n. the condition of being unable to sleep or
having difficulty sleeping

200. compulsory ex_____on n. the act or process of carrying out a
plan, order, or course of action; the act
or process of carrying out the death
penalty

201. as_____us student adj. showing great care, attention, and
perseverance in carrying out a task or
duty; diligent and hardworking

202. fo_____te situation adj. having good luck or lucky

ANSWERS: 192. impair, 193. execute, 194. agile, 195. denial, 196. execution, 197.
gross, 198. backward, 199. sleeplessness, 200. execution, 201. assiduous, 202.
fortunate
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203. the inland of a co_____nt n. one of the earth's large landmasses;
(adjective) abstaining from your
feelings, especially your desire to have
sex

204. cause unb______ble damage adj. beyond belief or understanding and
extremely surprising

205. phy_____ly and mentally adv. in a way related to a person's body or
appearance rather than their mind

206. the imm_____ty of a rock n. the state of being unable to move; the
quality of being unable to be moved or
changed easily

207. na_____ly regenerated forest adv. as might be expected; by natural
manners

208. sc___d all the time adj. afraid or frightened

209. ba____g of work n. a buildup of tasks or work that has
accumulated over time and needs to be
completed; a reserve of goods or
materials that have not been processed
or distributed yet

210. experience-dependent

neu_________ity

n. the ability of the brain to change and
reorganize itself in response to new
experiences, learning, or injury, by
creating new neural connections and
pathways

211. loss of muscle coo______ion n. the act of making all the people involved
in a plan or activity work together
effectively; the ability to control different
parts of the body effectively

212. ac____e knowledge v. to buy or obtain something such as an
asset, object, knowledge, etc., for
oneself

ANSWERS: 203. continent, 204. unbelievable, 205. physically, 206. immobility, 207.
naturally, 208. scared, 209. backlog, 210. neuroplasticity, 211. coordination, 212.
acquire
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213. t_y box n. a thing, typically a small model or
replica of something that is played with,
especially by children

214. r__l down his cheeks v. to move in a particular direction by
turning over and over or from side to
side

215. full of w_t n. the ability to say or write things or ideas
in a clever and humorous way

216. cr__l away from a car v. to move forward slowly, as people or
animals with their bodies near the
ground

217. co_____ss hours adj. too numerous to be counted or very
many

218. an academic cur_____um n. a series of subjects comprising a course
of study in a school, college, etc.

219. the del_____te act of provocation adj. done with full consciousness of nature
and effects rather than by accident

220. mo____nt of troops n. a group of people working together to
achieve a shared goal, especially a
political, social, or artistic one; the
process of moving or being moved,
physically or figuratively

221. student on a ti__t budget adj. fixed, fastened, or kept together firmly
or closely

222. re____r approval ratings v. to return to a former condition, health,
mind, or strength

223. small in_____nts n. a regular increase in the amount of
something, such as money; a process
of becoming larger, longer, or more
important

ANSWERS: 213. toy, 214. roll, 215. wit, 216. crawl, 217. countless, 218. curriculum,
219. deliberate, 220. movement, 221. tight, 222. recover, 223. increment
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224. basic br__n function n. the organ inside the head that is
responsible for one's movement,
thought, memory, and feeling

225. aboriginal tr__e n. a social group made up of members
who live together, sharing the same
language, culture, religion, etc.,
especially those who do not live in
towns or cities

226. in____te a preference v. to show, point out, or make known
something, often through a sign or a
symbol; to suggest or imply something
without stating it directly

227. the root problem of her dep_____on n. a mental condition in which a person
feels very unhappy and without hope for
the future; a severe recession in an
economy or market

228. the sp__e of a book n. the series of bones running down the
center of the back that protect the spinal
cord and support the body; the
backbone or vertebral column

229. ce____al palsy adj. relating to the brain or intellect;
intellectual or studious rather than
emotional or physical

230. d__e not go v. to have the courage to do something

231. gi____ic monsters adj. extremely large

232. sp___t towards the finish line v. to run at full speed over a short distance
or period of time

233. ne____t ethical issues v. to not give enough care or attention to
something; to leave something undone

ANSWERS: 224. brain, 225. tribe, 226. indicate, 227. depression, 228. spine, 229.
cerebral, 230. dare, 231. gigantic, 232. sprint, 233. neglect
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234. a f_n of a plane n. a thin flat part on the body of a fish or
other aquatic animal used for propulsion
or balance

235. hyp_____ic chamber adj. relating to or involving an environment
with higher than normal atmospheric
pressure, typically used in medical
treatment to provide high levels of
oxygen to the body's tissues

236. em___e as a butterfly v. to move out of or away from something
and become visible

237. th____y for a patient n. the act of caring for someone through
medication, remedial training, etc.

238. pediatric phy_______apy n. (also physio) a branch of healthcare
that focuses on the prevention,
management, and rehabilitation of
disabilities, injuries, and illnesses
through physical exercises, massage,
and other therapeutic techniques

239. s__n guard n. the front part of the leg below the knee

240. st___e hard to get v. to try very hard to do, achieve, or obtain
something

241. di____b his sleep v. to interrupt someone who is trying to
work, sleep, etc.

242. unb______ble beauty adj. beyond belief or understanding and
extremely surprising

243. en___e a new employee v. to attract and keep someone's attention
and interest; to participate in or obtain
services of something

244. res______te the man drown v. to make someone or something active
or vigorous again;

ANSWERS: 234. fin, 235. hyperbaric, 236. emerge, 237. therapy, 238. physiotherapy,
239. shin, 240. strive, 241. disturb, 242. unbelievable, 243. engage, 244. resuscitate
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245. s__n injury n. the front part of the leg below the knee

246. cerebral pa__y n. a condition characterized by the loss or
impairment of movement or sensation
due to damage or disease affecting the
nervous system; paralysis or weakness

247. a mag______nt plan adj. extremely beautiful and impressive;
grand or noble in thought or deed

248. professional mi____e n. a person trained to assist women during
childbirth and to provide care for the
mother and baby

249. pro______ve development adj. relating to or supporting development or
advancement, especially social or
political one

250. com______te well with my advisor v. to share or exchange information with
others by speaking, writing, moving
your body, or using other signals

251. sit up____t in a chair adj. perpendicular to a horizontal surface or
line; (adverb) in a vertical position

252. field of gene th____y n. the act of caring for someone through
medication, remedial training, etc.

253. fight uns______ed adj. not given financial or other aid; not
having any proof or evidence

254. ce____y the authenticity of the

painting

v. to formally state, especially in writing,
that something is true

255. pro______ve taxation adj. relating to or supporting development or
advancement, especially social or
political one

256. vi____e by X-ray adj. capable of being seen; or open to easy
view

ANSWERS: 245. shin, 246. palsy, 247. magnificent, 248. midwife, 249. progressive,
250. communicate, 251. upright, 252. therapy, 253. unsupported, 254. certify, 255.
progressive, 256. visible
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257. con______te a leadership v. to make something more vital, more
solid, or more certain

258. emotional imm_____ty n. the state of being unable to move; the
quality of being unable to be moved or
changed easily

259. lay out a ti____ne n. a series of events arranged in
chronological order and displayed along
a line, usually drawn left to right or top
to bottom

260. pro______nal athlete adj. having or showing the skill appropriate
to a particular job; competent or skillful

261. gr__p a chance v. to take hold of something or someone
quickly and firmly

262. co_____nt urinary diversion n. one of the earth's large landmasses;
(adjective) abstaining from your
feelings, especially your desire to have
sex

263. have ex_____ve vocabulary adj. covering a large area; having a wide
range

264. sc__e off her attacker by screaming v. to frighten a person or animal, or to
become frightened

265. fairly ty____l symptoms adj. having the usual characteristics or traits
of a specific group of things

266. data coo______ion n. the act of making all the people involved
in a plan or activity work together
effectively; the ability to control different
parts of the body effectively

267. pre______nt color adj. having control, authority, or influence
that is greater than that of others;
prevailing or vastly more abundant than
others of the same kind

ANSWERS: 257. consolidate, 258. immobility, 259. timeline, 260. professional, 261.
grasp, 262. continent, 263. extensive, 264. scare, 265. typical, 266. coordination, 267.
predominant
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268. a mir_____us encounter adj. very effective or lucky, or completely
unexpected

269. steady in_____ntal growth n. a regular increase in the amount of
something, such as money; a process
of becoming larger, longer, or more
important

270. the hydrogen binds the ox___n n. the chemical element with the symbol O
that is present in air and water and is
necessary for people, animals, and
plants to live

271. ag__e in his movements adj. able to move quickly and easily, often in
a way that is graceful and controlled

272. un___e design adj. being the only one of its kind; unlike
anything else

273. mountain tr__e n. a social group made up of members
who live together, sharing the same
language, culture, religion, etc.,
especially those who do not live in
towns or cities

274. gi____ic proportions adj. extremely large

275. di____b the peace v. to interrupt someone who is trying to
work, sleep, etc.

276. hyp_____ic medicine adj. relating to or involving an environment
with higher than normal atmospheric
pressure, typically used in medical
treatment to provide high levels of
oxygen to the body's tissues

277. muscle pa__y n. a condition characterized by the loss or
impairment of movement or sensation
due to damage or disease affecting the
nervous system; paralysis or weakness

ANSWERS: 268. miraculous, 269. increment, 270. oxygen, 271. agile, 272. unique,
273. tribe, 274. gigantic, 275. disturb, 276. hyperbaric, 277. palsy
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278. id____fy gene sequences v. to recognize someone or something
and say or prove who or what they are

279. spe_____ze in child care v. to become an expert in a specific career
field, study, or business

280. c__m sea adj. not excited, angry, or nervous; free from
wind, large waves

281. lose my g__p n. the act of holding onto something firmly
with your hands, or the ability to do so;
(verb) to hold fast or firmly

282. research met______gy n. a set of ways or principles of doing,
teaching, or studying something

283. serve as mi____e n. a person trained to assist women during
childbirth and to provide care for the
mother and baby

284. com______te his anxieties to the

psychiatrist

v. to share or exchange information with
others by speaking, writing, moving
your body, or using other signals

ANSWERS: 278. identify, 279. specialize, 280. calm, 281. grip, 282. methodology,
283. midwife, 284. communicate
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. __________ symptoms might include a decrease in appetite and weight loss.

n. a mental condition in which a person feels very unhappy and without hope for
the future; a severe recession in an economy or market

2. We want to _______ ties between our two countries.

v. to make or become better

3. Energy-efficient ______ are needed to maximize the cruising distance of electric
vehicles.

n. a device that converts electricity, fuel, etc. into movement and makes a
machine, vehicle, etc. work

4. The restaurant has chefs who __________ in beef.

v. to become an expert in a specific career field, study, or business

5. The mafioso who collaborated with the police was ________.

v. to kill someone, especially as a legal punishment; to carry out or perform an
action, duty, etc.

6. The baby began to _____ while teething.

v. to allow saliva to drip or flow out of the mouth involuntarily, usually as a result
of excitement, anticipation, or illness; to express excessive admiration or desire
for something

7. Children _______ language at a fantastic rate.

v. to buy or obtain something such as an asset, object, knowledge, etc., for
oneself

ANSWERS: 1. Depression, 2. improve, 3. motors, 4. specialize, 5. executed, 6. drool,
7. acquire
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8. He had a firm ____ on the rope as he climbed the mountain.

n. the act of holding onto something firmly with your hands, or the ability to do so;
(verb) to hold fast or firmly

9. I sat on the _____ in the park and enjoyed the beautiful scenery.

n. a long, flat surface, often elevated and supported by legs, used for sitting,
working, or displaying objects; persons who administer justice

10. She gave us a categorical ______ of the scandal.

n. a statement that something is not true or does not exist

11. Top athletes can ______ 100 meters in less than 10 seconds.

v. to run at full speed over a short distance or period of time

12. Many multinational companies are _______ in the reconstruction of that country.

v. to attract and keep someone's attention and interest; to participate in or obtain
services of something

13. I'm ______ of insects.

adj. afraid or frightened

14. During colonial eras, new migratory patterns _______.

v. to move out of or away from something and become visible

15. The politician remained ______ despite intense media scrutiny.

adj. without any or little sound

16. He was _________ gifted.

adv. as might be expected; by natural manners

ANSWERS: 8. grip, 9. bench, 10. denial, 11. sprint, 12. engaged, 13. scared, 14.
emerged, 15. silent, 16. naturally
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17. In this office, teamwork is the ___________ factor in achieving success.

adj. having control, authority, or influence that is greater than that of others;
prevailing or vastly more abundant than others of the same kind

18. The coach had the team run through the _______ ladder to improve their
coordination.

n. the ability to move quickly and easily, often in a way that is graceful and
controlled

19. She is still __________ from a shot to her shoulder.

v. to return to a former condition, health, mind, or strength

20. Tourists frequently _______ the island's delicate natural balance.

v. to interrupt someone who is trying to work, sleep, etc.

21. The _____ development process allowed the team to make changes quickly.

adj. able to move quickly and easily, often in a way that is graceful and controlled

22. He is very popular at school because he can _____ all the teachers' accents.

v. to imitate someone's speech, movement, or behavior, especially to make
others laugh

23. The book __________ my imagination.

v. to encourage something to develop or become more active; to stir the feelings
or emotions

24. He was _______ of the scrutiny.

adj. not understanding something or having knowledge or idea of something

ANSWERS: 17. predominant, 18. agility, 19. recovering, 20. disturb, 21. agile, 22.
mimic, 23. stimulated, 24. unaware
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25. The clinical _______ assisted with the delivery of the baby.

n. a person trained to assist women during childbirth and to provide care for the
mother and baby

26. He was so hungry from the long journey that he had a ________ appetite.

adj. extremely large

27. Please avoid using excessive jargon or too much technological ______.

n. the sound of many people speaking simultaneously; meaningless talk or
speech

28. The organization works to ____________ drug addicts and help them rebuild
their lives.

v. to restore to good health or physical condition; to help someone return to a
normal life, especially after a period of illness, addiction, or imprisonment

29. Some people with Parkinson's disease may experience tremors and _____ in
their limbs.

n. a condition characterized by the loss or impairment of movement or sensation
due to damage or disease affecting the nervous system; paralysis or weakness

30. Try to keep a _______ between work and off.

n. a condition in which everything has the same weight or force; something left
after other parts have been taken away

31. Bananas have their ______________ taste and odor.

n. a typical feature or quality that can identify, tell apart, or describe something or
somebody

32. She falls over ________ when she sees her mother-in-law.

adv. at, to, or toward the direction or place that is behind or rear

ANSWERS: 25. midwife, 26. gigantic, 27. babble, 28. rehabilitate, 29. palsy, 30.
balance, 31. characteristic, 32. backward
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33. Flight across the _________ was a daring adventure in its day.

n. one of the earth's large landmasses; (adjective) abstaining from your feelings,
especially your desire to have sex

34. The shark's powerful ____ allowed it to swim at high speeds.

n. a thin flat part on the body of a fish or other aquatic animal used for propulsion
or balance

35. Dolphins use sound to ___________ with each other.

v. to share or exchange information with others by speaking, writing, moving your
body, or using other signals

36. The golfer recorded an _______ distance.

adj. extremely surprising, especially in a way that you like or admire

37. My home is easily _______ from the shore.

adj. capable of being seen; or open to easy view

38. The store is ___________ empty.

adv. almost or nearly

39. She visits the _______________ clinic twice weekly to help her recover from her
injury.

n. a healthcare professional who helps people affected by injury, illness, or
disability through movement and exercise, manual therapy, education, and
advice

40. The priest _______ the couple as they knelt before him.

v. to make or pronounce holy; to hallow; to consecrate; to sanctify

ANSWERS: 33. continent, 34. fins, 35. communicate, 36. amazing, 37. visible, 38.
practically, 39. physiotherapist, 40. blessed
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41. Reaching the _________ of 1000 subscribers on her SNS channel was a major
achievement for her.

n. an important event or stage in the development or progress of something; a
stone by the side of a road to show distances

42. He has the ___ to keep talking about this topic.

n. the ability to say or write things or ideas in a clever and humorous way

43. He _________ his health to make the project a success.

v. to not give enough care or attention to something; to leave something undone

44. For greater efficiency, our efforts must be better ___________.

adj. effectively arranged or organized so that all the parts work smoothly or
systematically together

45. The chef's _________ efforts to source high-quality ingredients were apparent in
the delicious meal.

adj. showing great care, attention, and perseverance in carrying out a task or duty;
diligent and hardworking

46. The ___________ approach to education emphasizes hands-on learning and
student-centered classrooms.

adj. relating to or supporting development or advancement, especially social or
political one

47. His swear words cast a _____ on the party.

n. a feeling of coldness that makes one shiver; (verb) to make cool or cooler

48. He was exhausted and ______ into bed as soon as he got home.

v. to move in a particular direction by turning over and over or from side to side

ANSWERS: 41. milestone, 42. wit, 43. neglected, 44. coordinated, 45. assiduous, 46.
progressive, 47. chill, 48. rolled
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49. There is nothing more valuable than ____________ and freedom.

n. freedom from another's or others' control or influence

50. The ____________ class was designed to give students a basic understanding
of the subject.

adj. intended as an introduction or preliminary; serving as a base or starting point

51. The accident made his vision ________.

v. to damage something or make it weaker or worse

52. The company needed help to keep up with the _______ of orders.

n. a buildup of tasks or work that has accumulated over time and needs to be
completed; a reserve of goods or materials that have not been processed or
distributed yet

53. They saluted in ______ to the captain.

n. occurring or corresponding together, simultaneously, or exactly; (music) two or
more sounds or tones at the same pitch or in octaves

54. An excellent historian must possess an ________ mentality.

adj. associated with schools, colleges, and universities, especially studying and
thinking, not with practical skills

55. His heartaches are less ________ now.

adj. happening constantly

56. The prisoner wore heavy ________ on his wrists and ankles.

n. a metal ring, bar, or other device used to confine, restrain, or limit freedom of
movement; a restraint or impediment of any kind

ANSWERS: 49. independence, 50. introductory, 51. impaired, 52. backlog, 53.
unison, 54. academic, 55. frequent, 56. shackles
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57. She has a minor curved _____ due to desk work for many years.

n. the series of bones running down the center of the back that protect the spinal
cord and support the body; the backbone or vertebral column

58. It was the first time in a long time that I felt truly ____ and at peace.

adj. not excited, angry, or nervous; free from wind, large waves

59. He was pretty _________ to pass the exam.

adj. having good luck or lucky

60. The _________ child is often the parents' favorite.

adj. the first child born to a mother

61. Removal of the central poll left the roof ___________.

adj. not given financial or other aid; not having any proof or evidence

62. There are _________ methods for dealing with stress.

adj. too numerous to be counted or very many

63. The ________ of the dancers on stage was graceful and elegant.

n. a group of people working together to achieve a shared goal, especially a
political, social, or artistic one; the process of moving or being moved,
physically or figuratively

64. He gave his daughter a new ___ for her birthday.

n. a thing, typically a small model or replica of something that is played with,
especially by children

65. All peaceful cooperation is based _________ on mutual trust.

adv. mainly

ANSWERS: 57. spine, 58. calm, 59. fortunate, 60. firstborn, 61. unsupported, 62.
countless, 63. movement, 64. toy, 65. primarily
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66. The _____________ sessions helped the patient recover from the injury and
regain mobility.

n. (also physio) a branch of healthcare that focuses on the prevention,
management, and rehabilitation of disabilities, injuries, and illnesses through
physical exercises, massage, and other therapeutic techniques

67. He made a __________ recovery.

adj. very effective or lucky, or completely unexpected

68. The pilot and flight attendant ran through the check-out _________.

n. a way of doing something, especially the official or well-known way

69. All the books in this section ______ to the library's rare collection and must be
handled carefully.

v. to be the property of someone or something; to be a member or part of a group;
to be in the proper or appropriate place

70. He cast _______ glances behind her.

adj. worried and nervous

71. The law distinguishes between accidental and ___________ killing.

adj. done, made or performed with purpose and intent

72. The __________ design of the building made it stand out in the city skyline.

adj. lacking symmetry or balance; not corresponding in size, shape, or degree;
characterized by an uneven or unequal distribution or arrangement

73. This artwork is _______ of her work.

adj. having the usual characteristics or traits of a specific group of things

ANSWERS: 66. physiotherapy, 67. miraculous, 68. procedure, 69. belong, 70.
anxious, 71. intentional, 72. asymmetric, 73. typical
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74. The pain in his ____ made it hard for him to walk.

n. the front part of the leg below the knee

75. They _______ to make their dream come true.

v. to try very hard to do, achieve, or obtain something

76. The __________ demonstrate that poverty and unemployment are genuine
problems.

n. the discipline that concerns the collection, organization, analysis, interpretation,
and presentation of data

77. The ___________ scene of the glacier is awe-inspiring.

adj. extremely beautiful and impressive; grand or noble in thought or deed

78. We hit the ground to _____ out the rabbits.

v. to frighten a person or animal, or to become frightened

79. Researchers are currently studying the potential of _______________ to treat
conditions such as depression and anxiety.

n. the ability of the brain to change and reorganize itself in response to new
experiences, learning, or injury, by creating new neural connections and
pathways

80. This year's extreme heat has resulted in many heat ______ cases.

n. a medical condition in which poor blood flow to the brain causes cell death; the
act of swinging or striking at a ball with a club, racket, etc.

81. The painting is _______ and there is no other like it.

adj. being the only one of its kind; unlike anything else

ANSWERS: 74. shin, 75. strived, 76. statistics, 77. magnificent, 78. scare, 79.
neuroplasticity, 80. stroke, 81. unique,
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82. He experienced cardiac arrest but was ____________ yesterday.

v. to make someone or something active or vigorous again;

83. The incident attracted _________ media coverage throughout the world.

adj. covering a large area; having a wide range

84. The bookcase was _______ against the wall.

adj. perpendicular to a horizontal surface or line; (adverb) in a vertical position

85. The passenger grabbed for the ______ mask.

n. the chemical element with the symbol O that is present in air and water and is
necessary for people, animals, and plants to live

86. The nightlife district was lit up with colorful ____ signs and bright lights.

n. a chemical element of atomic number 10 that is a gas with no smell or color,
does not react with other chemicals, and shines with a bright light when
electricity is passed through it

87. The ________ learning system adjusts the difficulty level of the lessons based
on the student's performance.

adj. capable of adjusting to new situations or changing conditions

88. Synchronized swimming needs close ____________ between six performers.

n. the act of making all the people involved in a plan or activity work together
effectively; the ability to control different parts of the body effectively

89. The corporation's CEO was an _________ force, determined to keep the
company profitable at all costs.

adj. firmly fixed in place; unable to be moved or changed easily; unyielding or
inflexible

ANSWERS: 82. resuscitated, 83. extensive, 84. upright, 85. oxygen, 86. neon, 87.
adaptive, 88. coordination, 89. immovable
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90. They spent a lot of time trying to _____ the current situation.

v. to take hold of something or someone quickly and firmly

91. This initiative will be a _____ for increasing company sales.

n. a handle used to operate a vehicle or a machine; a rigid bar resting on a pivot
so that one end of it can be pushed or pulled easily

92. Human behavior has ___________ characteristics.

adj. forming an essential base or core from which everything else develops or is
affected

93. The __________ of diversity and inclusion is crucial for building a harmonious
society.

n. the act of agreeing or approving, or the state of being agreed or approved

94. The data _________ that the company's profits have steadily increased over the
past quarter.

v. to show, point out, or make known something, often through a sign or a symbol;
to suggest or imply something without stating it directly

95. The airplane crash resulted in the __________ of several passengers due to
their injuries.

n. the state of being unable to move; the quality of being unable to be moved or
changed easily

96. The national election was held amid _____ security.

adj. fixed, fastened, or kept together firmly or closely

97. I underwent aversion _______ for my addiction to alcohol.

n. the act of caring for someone through medication, remedial training, etc.

ANSWERS: 90. grasp, 91. lever, 92. fundamental, 93. acceptance, 94. indicates, 95.
immobility, 96. tight, 97. therapy
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98. The _______ for applying for a visa can be lengthy and complicated.

n. a series of actions or operations performed to achieve a particular outcome or
goal; a systematic procedure or approach used to accomplish a specific task or
objective; a method of treating milk to make it suitable for consumption or use
in other dairy products

99. I will work hard to _______ my goals and realize my dreams.

v. to successfully complete a task or goal, often through hard work, perseverance,
and dedication; to attain or accomplish something that one has set out to do

100. I don't _____ acting in such an important role.

v. to want to do or have something; (noun) something that many people believe
but that is false, or that does not exist; imagination or fantasy

101. Health and ________ are, above all, gold.

n. the quality or state of being physically, or sometimes mentally, strong

102. The patient experienced a ________ hemorrhage and required surgery.

adj. relating to the brain or intellect; intellectual or studious rather than emotional or
physical

103. The vehicle bounced along the _____ mountain road.

adj. not quite exact or correct; having or caused by an irregular surface

104. That incident ________ a nationwide chain reaction regarding the crackdown on
illegal groups.

v. to make someone decide to or try to do something, or to make something
happen

105. His _____________ to succeed was unwavering, even in the face of adversity.

n. the quality of being persistent and purposeful; the act of finding out the exact
nature or essence of something

ANSWERS: 98. process, 99. achieve, 100. fancy, 101. strength, 102. cerebral, 103.
rough, 104. prompted, 105. determination
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106. The _________ of the plan was flawless, resulting in a record-breaking profit for
the company.

n. the act or process of carrying out a plan, order, or course of action; the act or
process of carrying out the death penalty

107. Despite its advanced science and technology, the empire was __________
about invasion.

adj. done with full consciousness of nature and effects rather than by accident

108. We will attempt to ___________ some of your suggestions into our future
strategy.

v. to include something as a part of a larger entity

109. The fan in the room ___________ making the airflow more evenly.

v. to swing or move back and forth like a pendulum or a wave; to fluctuate or
alternate between two points or states; to hesitate or be indecisive

110. The leader __________ a state of emergency in the country.

v. to announce or state something publicly and forcefully

111. Nevada is _______ a desert state.

adv. virtually entirely; to a large degree

112. X-rays revealed a small tumor in his _____.

n. the organ inside the head that is responsible for one's movement, thought,
memory, and feeling

113. Her body felt _____ after sitting at her desk for hours without moving.

adj. not easily bent, flexible, or pliable; difficult to move or be maneuvered; difficult
to relax; having a heavy or formal manner

ANSWERS: 106. execution, 107. deliberate, 108. incorporate, 109. oscillates, 110.
proclaimed, 111. largely, 112. brain, 113. stiff
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114. What is the entry ___________ for this course?

n. something that is needed or wanted

115. Doctors recommend __________ oxygen therapy for patients with
decompression sickness.

adj. relating to or involving an environment with higher than normal atmospheric
pressure, typically used in medical treatment to provide high levels of oxygen to
the body's tissues

116. He imposed a ________ on the project.

n. a series of events arranged in chronological order and displayed along a line,
usually drawn left to right or top to bottom

117. I wouldn't ____ to speak to him like that.

v. to have the courage to do something

118. The _____ had distinctly defined gender roles.

n. a social group made up of members who live together, sharing the same
language, culture, religion, etc., especially those who do not live in towns or
cities

119. Her resistance ______ under his persuasion.

v. to turn from something solid into something soft or liquid as a result of heating

120. She ______ the sore spot on her leg to ease the pain.

v. to move one's hand or an object over the surface of something with pressure

121. She was the captain of the ___________ squad in high school.

n. a person who leads cheers and chants at organized sports events, typically
wearing a uniform and performing choreographed routines

ANSWERS: 114. requirement, 115. hyperbaric, 116. timeline, 117. dare, 118. tribe,
119. melted, 120. rubbed, 121. cheerleader
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122. The ___________ symptoms included weakness, numbness, and difficulty with
coordination.

n. a person who suffers from a neurological disorder or disease, or the disorder
itself

123. He tried various treatments for his ______________ but nothing seemed to
work.

n. the condition of being unable to sleep or having difficulty sleeping

124. My accidental ______ got better right away.

n. harm done to a person's or an animal's body caused by an accident or an
attack

125. The drastic reorganization has significantly increased this company's _____
profits.

adj. being the total amount of something before any deductions; obese and ugly or
unpleasant

126. We _______ the payment because of an incorrect invoice.

v. to cause something to happen at a later time than originally intended or
expected

127. Our body transfers information along each ______ using an electrical impulse.

n. a cell that is specialized to carry information within the brain and between the
brain and other parts of the body

128. Having a __________ healthy physique is essential for a great life.

adv. in a way related to a person's body or appearance rather than their mind

129. I will introduce you to how to ________ the leading causes of the malfunction.

v. to recognize someone or something and say or prove who or what they are

ANSWERS: 122. neuropath's, 123. sleeplessness, 124. injury, 125. gross, 126.
delayed, 127. neuron, 128. physically, 129. identify
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130. The bid _________ for this auction is $100.

n. a regular increase in the amount of something, such as money; a process of
becoming larger, longer, or more important

131. A committee was appointed to manage the reorganization of the __________.

n. a series of subjects comprising a course of study in a school, college, etc.

132. The two universities will ___________ in July next year.

v. to make something more vital, more solid, or more certain

133. It is an incredible ____ to climb Mount Everest, the highest mountain in the
world.

n. a notable or impressive achievement, especially one that requires great skill or
bravery

134. Along the gravel roads, sizeable yellow school buses _____.

v. to move forward slowly, as people or animals with their bodies near the ground

135. The ___________ of certain chemicals activates the brain's reward system.

n. the act of arousing interest or activity in something; the action of providing a
stimulus

136. The product is still in the ____________ stage.

adj. relating to or based on new ideas, forms, methods, etc. that have not been tried
before, usually to find out what effect they have

137. The police stopped the suspicious person and asked him to give his name,
address, and __________.

n. a person's job or profession; the act of taking possession

ANSWERS: 130. increment, 131. curriculum, 132. consolidate, 133. feat, 134. crawl,
135. stimulation, 136. experimental, 137. occupation
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138. He drinks an ____________ amount of beer.

adj. beyond belief or understanding and extremely surprising

139. This device is used to ________ brain cancer and other tumors.

v. to determine or distinguish the nature of a problem or an illness through a
careful analysis

140. He has a ____________ demeanor and always presents himself in a polished
manner.

adj. having or showing the skill appropriate to a particular job; competent or skillful

141. As a witness, I can _______ his innocence.

v. to formally state, especially in writing, that something is true

142. We are developing a new ___________ for assessing marketing measures.

n. a set of ways or principles of doing, teaching, or studying something

ANSWERS: 138. unbelievable, 139. diagnose, 140. professional, 141. certify, 142.
methodology
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